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Intro.

Key issue: Had Korean society achieved substantial 
democracy in welfare politics?  

Welfare Politics in Korea changed since democratization. 
– Before democratization the state led the legislation of social 

security unilaterally. 

– Civil organizations had initiatives in the processes of 
establishment of the National Basic Living Security Act and the
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establishment of the National Basic Living Security Act and the 
integration of Health Insurance in late 1990’s. 

– With regard  to most welfare reforms of the Roh mu-hyun gov. 
there were few  discussion in civil society. 

Case analysis : Politics of the pension reform in 2007 
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Other Researches

Opinion 1: There was democratization of welfare politics 
which promoted welfare policies based on citizenship.p p p
– Wong(2004): Democratic transition resulted in a shift to the 

inclusive welfare state, as shown by welfare entitlements based 
on citizenship, more redistributive welfare policies. 

– Kwon(2005): Transition to inclusive welfare state means welfare 
politics more responsive to civil movements.

– Sung(2002): Democratic transition resulted in change of 
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governing elites who headed for reform and more space for civil 
movements.

Vertical integration of civil movements and governing 
elites was driving force to progress to substantial 
democracy. 

Other Researches

Opinion 2: There was no fundamental change 
in welfare politics in Korea.p
– the vulnerability of the leftist parties and labor 

movements as the cause of the limitations of Korean 
welfare politics.

Both opinions emphasize the actor. 
There is a limitation in examining Korean 
welfare politics focused on main actors
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welfare politics focused on main actors. 

– During the early 2000s, the advance of the 
Democratic Labor Party to the National Assembly 
have not led to reorganization politics on social 
policies.
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Democratization of welfare politics means 
– overcoming the state-centeredness– overcoming the state-centeredness 

– social groups’ exertion of  influence on the policy 
process 

– coordinating conflicts in the formal political sphere

Focus
– Institutionalized interactions between the state and 

civil society.

Focus 

☞ Analytic Focus 
Interaction between the 

Ruling Elite

Bureaucratstate
state and society 

– Party Politics
– Social Consultation

• Alliances, Conflicts, Social 
Dialogues

Policy Making Process

Political 

party
Social

concertation

Bureaucratstate
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– Agenda formation 
– Policy alternative making
– Policy adoption

Labor, Capital, 

Civil movements etc. 
Civil society

Main agents in welfare 
politics
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The contents of the reform of Korean  
pension system in 2007

N ti l
National 
PensionNational 

Pension
Pension 

Basic old age 
pension

Pension reform in 2007 dualized pension structure
- introduction of the Basic Old Age Pension
- extensive adjustment of the National Pension.
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Different from the name ‘Basic old age pension’, it supplements
public assistance. The benefit is cut down based on income level.
(maximum: 5% of A)

MHW expected most National Pension beneficiaries don’t get
Basic pension in future.

The benefit level of the National Pension fell down sharply from
60% to 40%. (average income earner, 40 years contribution)

Main Outcomes of Korean Pension Reform 
in 2007

It was reported that the exhaustion of the pension fund 
would be postponed from 2047 to 2060. 
The reform adjusted the state responsibility.

• State has given up adequate income security for a  goal of 
social insurance while introducing income assistance for 
elders. 

• The pension for the average income earner contributed 20 
years (1/2 income earner, 30yrs) falls short of the minimum 
cost of living (for single). 

A qualitative change in the social right to the old. 
– The citizenship-based right to a elderly income security has 

retrenched, and the right based on means test was secured. 
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The Political Process of the Pension Reform 
in Korea

Phase 1(2003-2004):   Rho Mu-hyeon Government attempted a 
pension reform unilaterally and failed.  

– The Government plan was to raise the contribution rate(9%->15.9%) and lower p ( % %)
the income replacement rate (60%-> 50%)

– The government’s prospect of the exhaustion of the pension fund worsened 
people’s distrust of the National Pension. 

Phase 2 (2003-2006):  Political parties and civil organizations 
proposed their own plan and tried to reach an agreement.

– MHW changed its reform plan from parametric reform to structural reform.  

– Special Committee in the National Assembly The Joint Meeting of social 
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p y g
organizations dealt with the pension reform as an agenda from 2006 and tried to 
reach an agreement.   

Phase 3 (2007): The plan for the Basic old age pension was passed 
first in the National Assembly in July and the plan for the reduced 
National Pension was passed in December.  

Party Politics of the Pension Reform

Question 
– Have the political Parties reflected civil society’s interests and p y

different opinions on the Pension reform through conflicts and 
agreement in the N.A? 

Agenda Formation Process
– The gov. took initiative in setting political agenda: financial 

problem.

– The political parties tried to reflect public opinions by dragging 
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into discussion issues such as coverage problem (blind zone), 
the adequacy of benefit, old age poverty. 

– As these agendas conflicted with each other, the pension reform 
was stalemated.   
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Party Politics of the Pension Reform

Policy Alternative making
– The Political Parties’ pension reform plans didn’t reflect their 

principles and interests.

• The Opposite Party, Grand National Party pursuing a small 
government  proposed a high level plan of the Basic 
Pension, and used it as a political brand.  

– The Ruling party’s opinion was under the influence of the MHW. 

• The ruling party, Uri Party, without a consistent principle 
d d b t ti l f d t t l fwandered between partial reform and structural reform 

depending on the NHW’s position. 

Party Politics of the Pension Reform

Policy adoption
– Civil Society was excluded completely in the final choice.

– The final decision was made purely through negotiations and 
transactions among the political parties and the government. 

– The political parties and the gov. concentrated on numerical 
transactions  between benefit level and coverage of the Basic old age 
pension and retrenchment of the National pension. 

Answer 
– The political parties didn’t play the role of a channel for civil society’s 

position to be reflected in discussions in the National Assembly.

– The political parties were strongly influenced by the bureaucrats. 
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Government’s attempt of social consultation

Compromise on the pension reform was 
sought not only by the National Assembly g y y y
also by the social consultation body. 
– As the revised bill of the Pension Act rejected in the 

NA in April 2006, the social consultation body rose 
into a promising medium for an social agreement on 
pension reform. 

A part of new ruling elite promoted pension
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– A part of new ruling elite promoted pension 
reform through social agreement.

– The Joint meeting of the Social Organizations in The 
Committee on Low Birthrate and Aged Society

Government’s attempt of social consultation

The joint meeting functioned just at the 
stage of policy alternative making.g p y g
– Main labor unions, Associations for Capitalists, Civil 

movement organizations,  Association for the old, 
Women, farmers, Religious organizations, Main 
political parties, MHW, Ministry of strategy and 
Budget 

– They had been making an agreements on the newThey had been making an agreements on the new 
pension program.

– Structural reform: Basic Pension(10-15%, 80% of the 
old) + the National Pension (ERR 40%) 
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Three phases of the Pension Reform

The process of finding alternative plans was stopped by 
th MHW d th S i l lt ti b dthe MHW and the Social consultation body was 
excluded from the decision making.  
– MHW ignored discussions in the joint meeting intentionally.
– Although it was a member of the meeting, MHW submitted a legislative 

bill to the National Assembly.  
– The meeting ended up fruitlessly. 
– Some org. withdrew from the body.  
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After breakup of the committee social groups in the 
committee formed an alliance: Solidarity for the Pension
– It was powerless in the party politics.
– It didn’t have a support from the public.  

Conclusion

Social policy making was controlled by ‘Bureaucrats’ 
– Democratization caused division of Bureaucrats and governing 

circlecircle. 
– It opens the possibility of cooperation of civil movements and 

reform-oriented ruling elite. 
– The new ruling elite failed to rule the bureaucrats. 
– Bureaucrats took initiative in pension politics.

• They stopped social dialogue. 
• MHW made the original plan of the 2007 reform. 
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g p
• MHW took advantage of the ruling party.
• MHW also participated in the transaction among the political 

parties.  
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Conclusion

The mechanism for reflecting and adjusting 
differences in socio-economic positions among 
social groups was extremely vulnerablesocial groups was extremely vulnerable.
– The Political Parties and Social Consultation body 

didn’t do the mediation role between state and civil 
society

– It is the most important difference with the cases of 
pension politics in Italy, Sweden, France etc.

Th f d th h d tiThe reform was made through democratic 
systems but without substantial contents of 
democracy. 

Appendix1: Korean Pension Reform in 2007

structure Entitlement finance benefit

Before National Contributors Contribut ERR 60%
the 
Reform

Pension
(E-A)

ion (9%) (40 years, average 
income)

After   
the 
Reform

National 
Pension
(E-A)

Contributors Contribut
ion (9%)

ERR 40% 
(40 years, average 
income)

Basic old-
age

70% of the 
old(over 65)

Tax 2008: 5% of A
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age 
pension
(M-G) 

old(over 65)
: income 
test

2028: 10% of A
(yearly increase 0.5%) 


